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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
a. 
This is a report of the way in which a medical and surgical super-
visor J in one governmental hospita~, carry out their daily functions of 
supervision. The study grmf out of a series of questions raised by the 
nursing service administrative staff . .A:re we using our super visorJr re-
sources to the best advantage of the patients, the personnel supervised, 
and the job satisfaction of the supervisors'? By what means may we deter-
mine what if' any changes in daily activities of supervisors are needed? 
Since it is necessary to know what activities are being performed before 
any plru1s for improvement can be made~ the need for a time and activities 
analysis of the medical and surgical supervisory personnel appeared to be 
a first step. 
Statement Of The Problem 
The present study was undertaken t o determine the frequently oc-
ct~ring activities of these two supervisors in relation to commonly ac-
cepted criteria for supervision of nursing service . It seeks to answer 
the following specific questions : 
1. vVhat are the daily activities of the medical and surg,ical 
supervisors at the Reed Hospital? 
a . How do these activities compare with the j ob des cription 
for supervisors at the Reed Hospital? 
b. How do these activities compare with selected criteria 
described for the supervision of nursing service? 
c. Is there any apparent need for modification of these 
activities'? 
2 . What proposals can be made from these activi ties, based on: 
a. The discrete findings in this study? 
b. Facts demonstrating a need for f urther investigation? 
c. The satisfaction derived from utilization of an adapted 
method of study? 
Purpose Of The Study 
The purposes of this study are as follows: 
1. To explore a method by which the activities of tr;o 
supervisors could be analyzed. 
2 . To make recommendations for the improvement of present 
supervisory activities . 
Scope Of The Study 
The study is concerned with the daily activities of the medical and 
surgical supervisors at Reed Hospital. At the beginning of this study, 
both supervisors were responsible for the nursing service and the ad-
ministration of the service on seven nursing units each averaging forty 
beds; however, since the initiation of the study, the surgical super-
visor's responsibility has decreased in area by one nursing unit . 
The word " activity"~ as here used, denotes action as carried out 
by the supervisor and includes the purpose of this activity. In addition 
2 
to the daily activities the investigation i nc ludes certain activities 
which occur periodically~ yet relatively frequently, supervisors meetings 
with the ass i stant director of nursing and head nurse meetings~ as these 
are i mportant functions occurr i ng in supervision that aid in promoting 
grovr~h . 
Data for the activities as performed by the medical and surgical 
supervisors were obtained by the shadow technique, adapting the method-
ology described in the manual Head Nurse Power and How To Use It, 1 to 
kinds of activities engaged in by the supervisors. A detailed description ' 
of the adapted method used will be included in Chapter I II. 
A further aid~ opinions of whether or not the activities obse~~ed 
vrere typicn.l or atypical of t heir usual daily activities was secured 
through fo llow-up interviews with the supervisors studied. 
Previous Studies of Nurs ing Activities 
The interest i n research pertaining t o functions and activities of 
nursing person_~el has increased in scope tremendously within the l ast 
f i ve years . Ivlany of the s tudies already reported or now i n progress, 
have been sponsored by the American Nurses Association. 2 
The majority of the functional studies reported have dealt with the 
head nurse , staff nurse, l icensed practical nurse, and non-professional 
1. Federal Security Agency , Head Nurse Power and How To Use It, 
Bureau of Medical Services, Divis ion of Nurs ing Re'"SOU.rces-..,--
Washington, D.C., 1951. 
2. ---- "Twenty Studies of Nursing Functions 11 , The .American Journal 
of Nursing, Vol. 54, No . 11, PP • 1378-1380. 
personnel. None were foQ~d to be based primarily on the activities of 
supervisors although a few did include some aspec·t; of supervision in 
their reports . Nursing Practice in California Hospitals3 i ncluded 
supervisors activities. However~ the method of obtaining ·t;he data was 
the diary method. The reliability of such a method applied to a small 
sample in a single institution can be questioned. A Study of Nursing 
Functions In Twelve HospitEtls In The State of New York4 included super-
visors' ac·t;ivities_, but only such activities as the supervisors carried 
out in the hospital units in which head nurses activities were being 
studied. The devices used for collecting data were check list and diaries ~ I 
These devices did not seem to adapt themselves with sufficient precision 
of activity and t i me measures to be adaptable to a single hospital with 
a small supervisory staff when the purpose of the study was to explore I, 
a method by which the activities of tl<ro supervisors could be analyzed. 
Head Nurse Power and Hmv To ~ u 5 although focussing on Head 
nurse func·cions and the activities related to functions_, offered the most 
reliable means of securing accurate data for an activitjr analysis and 
distribution of time by activities. 
3.. Nursing Practice In California Hospitals, Conducted by L. J. Kroeger 
and Associates_, UnpubUshed study, 1953. 
4.. ----, A Study of Nursing Functions In Twelve Hospitals In The 
State of New York, Dept. of Nurse Education School of Education, 
New York University, Unpublished Study, 1952. 
5. Federal Security Agency., op, ci·b. 
4 
Keith's study, "A Time and Activities Study on A Director and 
Assistant Director of Nursing Service" 1 6 demons-trated that the shadow 
technique could be adapted to the studies of administra:tive personnel. 
Limitations 
The method employed in obtaining data for this study may be a limita-
tion in itself from the standpoint of individual ability to adjust ·l:;o an 
observer. The individual difference may elicit an atypical picture in 
the process of supervisory activities . 
Considering the fact that the method employed for this study is 
concerned 1vith the activities of only ~To supervisors it is evident that 
a limitation exists because of the small sampling included in the study. 
The physical arrangement of the nurs ing units in the hospital studied 
also offered a limite.tion from the standpoint of time, as supervisor B 
covered a larger area of the hospital in order to carry out her functions 
than did supervisor A. Supervisor B's office is located on tl1e eleventh 
floor and her uni·l:;s are located on the tenth, ninth 1 and fourth floors 
while supervisor A1s office is located on the fifth floor and her units 
are on the eighth, fifth and four·bh floors. Thus the travel time of 
supervisor B would undoubtedly be greater than that of supervisor A• 
6_. Keit;h, Hazel, "A Time and Activities .Analysis of The Functions 
of A Director and Ass istant Direo·tor of Nursing Service" 1 
Unpublished Master's Thesis, School of Nursing, Boston University, 
1953, pp-35. 
II 
u 5 
1, 
Sources Of Data 
Three main sources of data were used in ·the present study. 
To develop a philosophy of supervision1 the literature pertaining 
to supervision and admi nistra·bion was explored. Finer's Administration 
And The Nursing Services, 7 Pigor 's Personnel Administra-tion, 8 and ar·ticles 
in The American Journal of Nursing for the pas·!; four years were the most 
useful. 
To devise a method for collecting data, reports of studies of nursing 
functions were examined. Head Nurse Power ~How To Use It, 9 offered 
a study plan of observing and recording which appeared to be best for 
adaptation for the collection of data on the activities of a medical and 
surgical supervisor. 
The third chief source of data came from the supervisors themselves 
through direct observation and recording of their activities. Interviews 
with the supervisors supplemented the recorded activities. 
Treatment Of The Data 
The philosophy which guides the study was derived from the literature 
reviev1ed and supplemented by the experience of the investigator . It is 
presented in the following chapter. 
7. Finer, Herman, Administration and The Nursing Services, 
The Mamnilla..'l Co._, Nm<r York_, 1953 .--
8. Pigors Jl P. and Myers, C .. _, Personnel Administra·tion, McGraw-Hill 
Book Co.~ New York, 1951. 
9. Federal Securi·by AgencyJJ op . cit . 
6 
The tech..nique used t o gather the data, is described in Chapter III. 
In Chapter IV is found a presentation of the findings accompanied 
by an analysis of the collected data on the activities of the medical 
and surgical supervisors at Reed Hospital. 
A sunnnary of the findings in this study together with reconnnendations 
and proposals for future action is presented in Chapter v. 
7 
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CHAPTER II 
POINT-OF-VIE\"{ GUIDING THE STTJDY 
To insure a steady and continuous program for the improvement of 
supervisory functions~ it is essential that an analysis of present ac-
ti vi ties must precede any construc·bive changes towards the improvement 
of that service; however~ a pre-requisite to such an undertaking is that 
the personnel involved must recognize that there is a need for such a 
study of their activities . 
The personnel i nvolved i n this study ru·e in accord that a need for 
the i mprovement of supervisory activities is important and realiz~ that 
the primary requisite of investigation of their present activities is 
the basis from which che.nges for the improvement of nursing service can 
be made. 
11 If the whole of nursing service were analyzed 
into its minute ingredients~ especially those 
with an administrative concern for the best use 
of the best talents-- and the elements followed 
out by research~---greater awareness would 
result~ and with it would come a s~ur ·l;o the 
adoption of the better practices." 
Quantitatively~ the main area for study of the improvement of nursing 
service has been in the sphere of the head nurse and the nursing personnel 
responsible to her. Nmnerous studies pertaining to functions and ac-
tivities have been directed towards the improvement of their ser~:ices; 
1. Finer~ H .~ Administration and The Nursing Services 
The lilac'if.illan Co ., New York~ 1953 ~ p. 127 
hov;ever~ it is the belief of this writer that one improves in his ac-
tivities only to the degree that those to whom he is responsible i mprove . 
Thus, if improvements in ftmctions are attained at the lower levels of 
adrninistre.tion and this increased proficiency is to be maintained, it 
usually is necessary to improve the functions at the upper levels of 
administration . To be completely idealistic, activity studies of super-
visors, head nurses, e.nd directors should be conducted simultaneously. 
Then, nursing service administration, viewed as a complete entity, would 
provide e. better basis on which to build or initiate a total pror,ram for 
the improvement of nursing service. However, since reported studies, 
demonstrating that the s hadow method yields reliable data, have only been 
done on the head nurse and director of nursing service levels, it is 
necessa.ry that the supervisor~" level be investigated, as to rt.1liability 
of the shadow method, before nursing service as e.n entit-y may be studied . 
1Nhereas evaluation is an in'l~egral part of administration, it is felt 
that through an analysis of supervisory activities , in which the super-
visors are voluntary participants, an opportunit;)r is also provided for 
professional grovnh. An accurate record of how the supervisor actually 
spends her t i me provides a better basis for appraisal of the va lues of 
time spent in various activities than can be obtained from less undoc-
umented self-percept ions of time spent. Experience vrith studies of head 
nurse functions has shown that the best results are obtai ned , ••rhen the 
head ntrrses have shadowed one another, when they have become deeply in-
volved in the pre- planning essential to shadowing, and when they have 
participated -in the tabulation and categorization of the data. It is 
• 
9 
reasonable to suppose ·that in a.n analysis of the supervisor's activities , 
the greatest effectiveness would resul t when supervisors were similarly 
deeply i nvolved. Evaluation as used in this interpretation means "a con-
s-Gructive attempt to find ways of doing the job better, and of utilizing 
to the highest degree the skills and interests of the individuals i n-
vo lvede112 Thus_, one can deduce ·that this analysis will also illustra-te 
the strengths and weaknesses of the individual supervisors studied . If, 
through i nsight gained from r eviawi!1g these data, positive applications 
are made to enhance personal grm~t:h_, i mprovement in the supervisory pro-
cess will be a resultant factor . 
It is believed that "supervisors sat the tone for the group113 as it 
is inherent in their ro l e that they reflect attitudes and group tones up 
and dovr.n in a line organization. Obviously then_, it is necessary that 
a study be made of their activities and functions to determine if t hey 
are serving in the best interest of nursing service by directing _, utilizing 
and developing their nursing staff members to obtain optimum per formance. 
These activities imply that the supervisor must be a.n apt leader as well 
as a capable teacher. 
Another aspect to consider from a.n analysis of activities i s that the 
" knowledge of the abilities and capacities of the human assets in an 
organization is a pre-requisite not only to the effective utiliza·bion of 
these assets today but also to the formulation of plans and progra,-·ns for 
2. Tower , J. "What Are Administrative Functions?11 _, The American Journal 
of Nursing._, Vol. 54, No . 1_, P• 40. 
3. Federal Security Agency _, Staff Development The Supervisor's Job_, 
Training Manual #6_, 1948, p.2. 
10 
the development of people f'or f'uture positions.11 4 
With this aspect in mind~ it is evident that some form of analysis 
and evaluation of activities or functions should be a continuous practice 
of nursing service administration to determine its needs as well as to 
serve as an outline of how to fulfill those needs . Since it is believed 
t hat daily activities reflect the type of supervision that is being per-
formedJ it is anticipated that an activities analysis will aid nm·sing 
service a&ninistration in determining its present and future needs. 
This premise is based on the fact that an activities analysis will ex-
hibit the s·trengths a."!ld wea.kness:es of present supervisor y functioning. 
From this analysis a guide can be devised which will aid nm·sing service 
in f'ulfilling its needs. 
It is the belief of the investigator that a critical analysis of 
present supervisory functions is the primary problem to be determined 
before improvements can be attained in the supervisory process. 11 I t 
evolves from a genuine desire to know rather than a. desire to prove 
something ." 5 The findings from the analysis then may be considered in 
light of' specified seleo·t ed supervisory criteria_, namely: 
1. That supervisors guide and promote group action towards the 
goal of comprehensive nursing care. 
4. :Mace 6 M., The Growth and Development of Executives_, The Andover 
Press J Ltd., .Andover, Mass., 1950, p. 82. 
5. Whitney, F. L~, The Elements of Research, Prentiss Hall Co. 
Ne-•r York, 1953, p:-21. 
11 
2. That supervisors promote growth and develop desirable atti-
tudes of their nursing staff members. 
3. That supervisors develop and utilize the potentials of 
their nursing staff members. 
4. That supervisors set specific objectives or values to be 
attained from their activities. 
5. That supervisors, through sound management practice, delegate 
activities that can be carried out by non-professional 
hospital rrembers . 
12 
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CHAPTER III 
THE METHODOLOGY 
One of the questions to be answered by this study is, what are the 
everyday act ivities of the medical and surgical supervisor at the Reed 
Hospital? To a.ccompHsh this goal it was necessary to gather deta iled 
time and activity records of' the supervisors d'..l!'~-:!:t; their regular work-
i ng tour s of duty . Since reported studies of both head nurses and nursing 
service administration demonstrated that reliable and a ccurat e data could 
be obtained by the shadowing method, this became the method of choice 
in this study . It was not possible to release . the time of the super-
visors to shadow one another . The second best solution was to have the 
s:b_adowing done by a staff member on leave for study. This entailed se-
curing from the supervisors their full understanding of the problem a nd 
the method. This is in accord with the philosophy previously expressed, 
that the best results are obtained vrhen the persons being obs erved be-
come deeply involved in the process and purposes of the study. 
The periods of observation were lirni ted to approximately f'our hours, 
including mornings and afternoons , un.til thirty hours of obse1·vation 
had been a ccrued on each supervisor. It is believed that thirty hours 
of observation on each s upervisor is adequate to determine the types of 
daily activities being performed . Since all periods of daily activities 
were ob serv·ed it is believed that the resultant data will be as reliable 
14 
as if it had been obtained by observing in periods of a full days acti v-
ities . 
I 
I The form for recording t h e de.ta and timing the activities was ob-
tained fro m an adaptation of the Public Health Ma.nua.l . l An example of 
the form for recording the activities will be foLtnd in Appendix A. 
To be consistent in recording activities for both supervisors, a. 
list of verbs, taken from the Public Health Ma.nua.1,2 was used to denote 
action. A..'lly activity that required less than 0.5 minutes was not re-
corded; however, it was believed that such an omission would not have 
any major influence on the results obtained. 
The data were collected to show the type of activity, (verb), 
the object of the verb, (what and to whom), and the reason for the ac-
tivity. Vihen the reason for an a ctivity was not visible to the observer, 
the supervisor being shadowed was questioned as to her object or reason 
for the activi~J • Thus, the activit~y records will not only disclose the 
type of activity and reason for it but also the interaction that occurs 
bebveen the supervisor and other hospital perso~~el. This method was 
employed in recording the activities of both supervisors . 
The Code Employed 
The activity code employed in the Public Health Manua13 identified 
activities according to the head nurse level of performance, thus it 
1 . Federal Security Agency, ~ :Hurse Power~~ To~ It 
United States Public Health Service, Washington, D. c., 1951, P• c-4 
2. Ibid P• B-13 
3. Ibid P• C-6 
was neces sar y to make some changes to adapt thi s met hod to the super -
visory level of performance . Hmvever~ the general plan for coding was 
adhered t o and is as follows : 
A. General functions of the supervisor were coded by Roman 
numerals I - XI 
B. The area of activity to which t his function belongs was 
coded by two digit numbers . (10 - 90) 
C. The i nteraction (with whom) that occurred betw·een the super-
visor and hospital personnel was adapted from the suggested 
abbreviations listed in the Public Health Manua.l , 4 and are 
exhi bited on page 21. 
The Supervisor Activity Code 
Supervisory Functions 
The following list of s upervisory functions as compiled from a 
survey of l iterature pertaining to aclrninistrat ive functions of super-
vision combined with t he Public Health Manual5 list pertaining to head 
nurs e functions . 
I . Plruming 
II . Directing 
III . Reviewing and evaluating 
IV. Interviewing 
v. Reporting 
4 . Ib i d P• B- 6 
5 . Ibid P• C- 8 
15-
VI. Authorizing and Confirming 
VII. Int erpreting 
VIII. Counse ling 
IX. Teaching 
x. Co-ordinating 
XI. Discussing 
Explanation of Tel~$ Connoting 
General Functions 
I. Planning . 
11 It is t he worki ng out in broad outline the things that need to be 
done and t he method for doing them to accomplish the purpose."6 
II. Directing. 
This f unct ion r efers to telling someone how or what to do, or 
gi ving i ns t r uction to s erve as a guide. 
II I . Reviewi ng and Evaluating. 
Thi s function refers to ~ppraising , examini ng, checking or looking 
over, such as ap praising staff performance or checking tour s of 
duty and making ro1.mds on service uni t.s. 
IV. Intervi ewing. 
Thi s ref er s to a f ace t o f ace relationship with -b:ro or more people 
dur ing which greater understanding is sought. It may be fact 
finding or fact giving. 
6 . Finer_, H., Administration and The Nursing Services, 
The Macmillan Co., New Yor"k';-1951, P• 173 
16 
v. Reporting . 
This function refers to the giving and receiving of information 
pertaining to the patients and the staff . An example would be t he 
night supervisors report from which patient's conditions as well as 
any staff problems that occurred dt~ing the night would be trans-
ferred to the day supervisor . 
VI. Authorizing and Confirming. 
This function refer s to giving permission to or sanctioning the 
action of; it is inclusive of personnel ~ patient ~ and equipment 
requests . 
VII . Interpreting. 
This fm1ction means to explain any changes in hospital policy~ 
government orders~ nursing procedures~ and time cha'n:ges. 
VIII . Counseling . 
This function refers to a face to face relationship between the 
supervisor and a member of her staff regarding a problem the 
member may have. 
IX. Teaching. -
This function refers to direct explaining ~ shO'wing~ or instructing 
how to perform some specific action to the staff and patients as 
well as indirect teacr..ing through supervisory performance . 
x. Co-ordinating with other services or departments . 
This function refers to the interrelations and interacti on that 
occurs betiveen the supervisor and personnel of hospital services 
or departments. 
--
17 
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XI. Discussing. 
This f~ction refers to conversations that occurred be~veen the 
supervisor and hospital employees and patients which do not fall in 
the realm of a particular category other than the nature of sociable 
conversation. 
Pxea of Activities and Explanation 
of Terms Used 
10. Patient Care. 
This refers to activities directly related to the patient. 
11. Gives care when no one else is present. 
12. Supervises the administration of patient care. 
13 . Handles personal problems of the patient. 
14 . Exchanges reports ~ith doctors regarding a patient. 
15. Exchanges reports with nursing staff about patients . 
16. Evaluates patients' condition vrhile making rounds. 
17. Concerned with the safety of the patient in his unit 
while receiving oxygen therapy . 
18. Teaches the patient . 
II 
19. Assigns staff for patient care. This i ncludes 
assigning specials when requested by the doctor. 
20 . Personnel. 
This refers to the head nurses, staff nurses, and aides on her 
service. 
21. Handles individual prob lems of the n~~sing staff . 
22. Evaluates staff. 
-- --
-
23. Interprets policies and procedures to the staff. 
24. Looks for personnel on a unit . 
25 . Gives instructions to the staff. 
30. Housekeeping. 
This is not a nursing service function but the supervisor works 
with the janitors on her units towards the attainment of better 
patient care and a cleaner environment. 
318 Instructs personnel. 
32. 5:valuates the personnel. 
40 . Supplies and equipment. 
The supervisor is responsible to an assistant Director of I~ursing 
Service for maintaining adequate specified supplies on her service . 
41. Replacement and repair of supplies. This includes weekly 
replacement of thermometers. 
42 . Pharmacy . This area is concerned with the distribution 
of narcotics. 
43 . Requests for supplies. This refers to i t ems other than 
narcotics and thermometers. 
50. Staffing . 
This includes nurses and aides on her service. 
51. Includes rotation, assignment, and reassignment of 
nurses and aides to her units. 
52. Time schedules. This i ncludes checking and/or changing 
daily time schedules and arranging for holiday time. 
53. Vacations of t he staff. This includes the scheduling and 
arranging for vacations which i s not a seasonal task. 
19 
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54. Cooperating; with other units to maintain adequate cover-
age for patient cru·e. 
60. Education. 
Thi s area is concerned with t he in- service pro gram. 
61 . Participation in planning and carrying out a program. 
62. Attendance at an in- service pro gr~m. 
63 . Orienting nursing service persorillel . 
70. Research. 
This refers to the supervisors own participation . 
71 . Participation in the study of any nursing problem. 
72 . This study. Refers to direct time spent in th~s area . 
73. Resear ch pertaining to the recovery room. Refers to 
direct time spent in this area while on duty . 
80 . Professional Grovrth. 
This area refers to self improvement and deve l opment . 
81 . Attendance at head nurse meetings . 
82 . Attendance at super visors meetings . 
83 . Reviewing literature and hospital poli cies . 
90. Other Ac~~i vi ties . 
This area refers to activities that do not relate to the super-
visory level but are currently employed by supervisors . 
91 . Cleans office and adjacent areas . 
92 . Straightens patients m1its . 
93 . I!iiscellaneous ~ arranges ward bulletin boards and 
straightens furniture i n day rooms . 
-- -
- -- --
00. Personal time . 
This is exclusive of meal time . 
With Y'ihom The Interaction Occurred 
And Abbreviations Used 
Supv. ----supervisor 
HN ----head nurse 
0 ----Self 
I:ll\il ----hospital manager 
CN ----chief nurse 
ACN ----assistant chief nurse 
pt ----patient 
S ----secretary 
EdD ----educational director 
A ----aides 
Stn ----Staff nurse 
OD ----other departments 
MD ----doctors 
OB ----observer 
J ----janitor 
00 ----personal time 
Method Used to Tabulate The Data 
T:b...e method for compiling the data was obtained from an adaptation 
of the pro cedure suggested i n the Public Health Service Ma.nual.7 The 
7. Federal Security Agency, op . cit. 
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procedure of tabulation suggested was arranged to utilize a machine method 
of scoring while this study utilized a hand method of tabulation. The 
method adopted for compiling the data, however, is believed to be as ac-
curate as the recommended machine fo rm of tabulation. 
The activity records were tabulated at the end of the thirty hour 
observational period for each supervisor. The data from the activity 
records was transferred onto large sheets of white paper . Three sheets 
were necessa1~ to carry out the tabulations for each supervisor. Sheet 
munber one contained the headings under General Supervisory Functions. 
Sheet munber bvo contained the headings under .Area of Activity 1 and sheet 
number three contained the "With l,',Jhom11 the interaction occurred . Thus, 
to compute the time spent i n these three categories the i nformation from 
recorded activities was transferred to the large sheets by placing the 
time interval for each activity onto the large sheets under the proper 
heading . Each activity was first categorized according to General func-
tions, then Activity Area, and last 11 With Whom" in succession by denoting 
time interval under the proper heading. 
These figures vrere then summarized to determine the time spent in 
each enm1erated category by each supervisor . 
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CHAPTER IV 
AlJALYSIS OF SUPERVISOR'S ACTIVITIES 
In this chapter the data obtained through the obser vations will be 
presented for each supervisor; first, in terms of the time spent in each 
of t he functional categories previously described, then, in terms of the 
specific activit i es within each functional category, and finally, in 
terms of classification of pe rsonnel with ~nom the supervisor interacted 
in these activities. Comparisons will then be made between the time 
distribution for each supervisor by functions, by activities, and by 
interacting personnel. These data will then be considered against the 
job description for nursing service supervisors in the hospital studied. 
Finally, they will be considered i n light of certain criteria selected 
for the supervision of nursing service as presented in Chapter II. In-
ferences will be draW11 from the findings. 
Analysis of The Findings in Terms of General Functions 
During the thirty hours of observation of each of the ~vo s uper-
visors at work, about 83 per cent of the time of each was spent in three 
functional categories, namely, reviewing and evaluating, planning, and 
reporting. The remainder of the time was distributed among six other 
functions. During the observational periods no time 1vas spent i n the 
functions of intervievring or counseling by either of the ~vo supervisors 
in this study; however, both supervisors stated t hat these functions 
were carried on by them. It is interesting to note that both super-
visors spent more time with discussion t han they did with teaching . The 
teaching function was performed by both supervisors on an informal basis 
and it usual ly occurred while making rounds on the nursing U.'11.i ts. During 
the period studied no formal teaching was carried on by either supervisor . 
From Table I and II, it can be noted that in terms of the raP~ order 
of percentages of time given to each general function, by each of the two 
supervisors, Interpretation ranks fourth for supervisor A but s ixth for 
supervisor B, while Discussion ranks sixth for supervisor A but fourth 
for supervisor B. Teaching , however, rarucs seventh for both supervisors. 
The likenesses and differences in the percentages of time each of the 
supervisors gave to each function may be clearly seen from Figure 1. 
The totaled tabulations for Gereral Functions represents an atypical 
picture from their normal performance because of the absence of time in 
the functions of Counseling and Intervi ewing. Despite this lack of tab-
ulated data, it is believed that the data would not be altered appreci-
ably ii' such functions had been observed as they were reported to occur 
at infrequent intervals. 
Analysis of The Findings in Terms of Activity Areas 
From Tables III and IV, it can be noted that both supervisors spent 
nearly one half of their time with activities pertaining to Patient Care 
whi l e time spent '\Tith Personnel ranked second for supervisor B but third 
for supervisor A. Approximately three fourths of each supervisors' time 
w·as spent in three activity areas, na..-nely, Patient Care, Personnel , and 
Staffing wi th the remaining time distribu-i::ed among seven activities . 
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The significance of these findings on each supervisor can be more clear-
ly seen in Figure 2. To attain a better understanding of the findings 
pertaining to Activity AreasJ the contributing factors comprising each 
main activi~ are more fully discussedJ Thus, from Tables V and VI, it 
can be seen how the supervisors spent their time in the area of Patient 
Care. 
TABLE I 
DISTRIBUTI01T OF TD!lE IN MTNU'rES AND PER CE:NT FOR SUPERVISOR A 
IN GENERAL FUNCTIONS 
Time 
Function 
In minutes In per 
Reviewing and 
Evaluating 649 .5 36.1 
Planning 434.5 24.2 
Reporting 418 .0 23.2 
Interpreting 94.0 5.2 
Directing 89 . 5 5.0. 
Discussing 53.0 2.9 
Teaching 28.0 1.6 
Co-ordinating 24.0 1.3 
Authorizing 9.5 . 5 
Interviewing 
Counseling 
Totals 1800.0 100.0 
Source: Based on 30 hours of observation 
cent 
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TABLE II 
DISTRIBUTIOn OF TTI'IE IliT !'!!D!UTES AJ\1]) PER CENT FOR SUPERVISOR B 
I N GEJilERAL FUNCTIONS 
Time 
Function 
In minutes In per cent 
Reviewing and 
Evaluating 634 . 0 35 . 2 
Planning 383.5 21.4 
Reporting 296.5 16 . 5 
Discussing 137.0 7.6 
Directing 123.0 6 . 8 
Interpreting 93 . 0 5. 1 
Teaching 59.5 3 . 4 
Co-ordinating 43 . 0 2 . 4 
Authorizing 28 . 5 1. 6 
Intervievdng 
Counseling 
Totals 1800. 0 100 . 0 
Source: Based on 30 hours of observation 
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TABlE III 
DISTRIBUTION OF TD.fE I N MDWTES AJ:ID PER CENT FOR SUPERVISOR A 
IN ACTIVITY AREAS 
Time 
Activity areas 
In minutes In per 
Patient care-
direct and indirect 788 . 5 43 . 8 
Staffing 376 . 5 20 . 9 
Personnel 154 . 5 8 . 6 
Other activities 131.0 7. 3 
Education 127 . o 7 . 0 
Supplies 96 . 5 5 . 4 
Professional growth 50.0 2 . 8 
Personal time 48 . 0 2 . 6 
Research 21 . 0 1. 2 
Housekeeping 7.0 . 4 
Totals 1800. 0 100. 0 
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TABLE IV 
DISTRIBUTIO:N OF TDVIE I N MIJJUTES AND PER CENT FOR SUPERVISOR B 
I N ACTIVITY AREAS 
Ti me 
Activity areas 
In minutes In per cent 
Patient care-
direct and indirect 732.5 40 . 7 
Personnel 342 .0 19.0 
Staf fing 331.0 18 . 4 
Professional growth 105.0 5.8 
Personal time 96 . 0 5 . 3 
Education 78 . 5 4 . 4 
Supplies 61 . 0 3 . 4 
Research 45 . 0 2.5 
Housekeeping s.o . 4 
Other activities 1 . 0 . 1 
Totals 1800.0 100 . 0 
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TABLE V 
DISTRIBUTION OF Tll'liE I E MI N""lJTES AN'.J PER CENT FOR SUPERVISOR A 
I N PATIENT ClillE AREA 
Areas of patient care 
Exchange report with 
nurses 
Evaluate via rounds 
Supervise care 
Give care 
Personal problem 
Teach 
Safety 
Exchange report with 
doctor 
Assign special to 
Totals 
In minutes 
380.0 
320.0 
20.5 
20.5 
18 .0 
14.5 
6 .0 
5.0 
4.0 
788.5 
Time 
. In per cent 
48 . 2 
40 .6 
2.6 
. 2 . 6 
2.3 
1.8 
.a 
. 6 
.5 
100.0 
l 
T.ABLE VI 
DISTRIBUTION OF TTI.:IE I N MINlJTES AND PER CENT FOR SUPERVISOR B 
IN PATim~T CARE AREA 
Areas of patient care 
Evaluate via rotmds 
Exchange report with 
nurses 
Personal problem 
Gives care 
Supervises care 
Teach 
Safety 
Exchange report with 
doctors 
Assign specials to 
Totals 
In minutes 
335.0 
257 .5 
49 .0 
35.0 
19.5 
10.5 
10.0 
10.0 
6.0 
732.5 
Time 
In per cent 
45 .7 
35.1 
6.7 
4 . 8 
2.7 
1.4 
1.4 
1.4 
.8 
100.0 
3·2 
It is evident tha/c the area of w.aki!l..g rounds consumed more time for 
supervisor B than it did for supervisor A. Complete rounds vrero made 
every morning by each supervisor and invoh·ed visiting ee.ch room and 
every patient 1 s nr..i t.. In the afternoon rounds v1ere usually confined 
to the private rooms where the more acutly ill patients e~e found. In 
the area of exchanging reportB on patients with nurses, supervisor A 
spent more time than did supervisor B. It can also be noted that more 
time was spent by the supervisors in giving direct care to patients than 
vra.s spent in teaching the patients. Cnly a small portion of the super-
visors' time spent in the patient care activity, was concerned with 
supervision of the nursing staff in administering nursing care to patients. 
The area of safety also consumed a very small portion of time in the 
patient care activity and involved se.fety precautions fer patien·bs re-
ceiving or.rgen therapy, namely, postil:!.g "no smoking11 signs and t he use 
of cotton blar~ets in or;gen tents . 
The time spent by the supervisors in the activity per·baining to 
perso!l~el is indicated in Tables VII and VIII. It is noted that the 
time spent with personnel by supervisor B is twice as great as the time 
spent with personnel by supervisor A. How·ever, by merely examining the 
percentages of time spent by the supervisors, a distorted picture will 
occur Lmless it ie borne in mind that the percentages are based on the 
total time each supervisor spent in this activity. The most common 
element concerned with personnel involved interpreting changes to per-
sonnel in assignments, time, and hospital policies. Supervisor B 
directed mor e attention to personal problems of the nv~sing staff than 
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did supervisor A and the same trend will be noted in comparing time 
spent in other personnel areas by the supervisors . The recording of 
data concerned vvith the evaluation of personnel was dif f icult to as -
certain but i n t his study it was recorded when time was devoted to the 
;vri-t;i ng of proficiency reports or 1 when making rounds, constructive 
criticism was made concerning the admin i stration of nursing care or 
service. The remaining time spent by the supervisors with personne l is 
believed to be self- explanatory . 
TABLE VII 
DISTRIBUTION OF TTiviE I N Mil'ffiTES AND PER CENT FOR SUPERVISOR A 
IN PERSONNEL AREA 
Time 
Personna 1 area 
In minutes In per cent 
Interpret Jc;o 93 .0 60.2 
Instruct 21.0 13.6 
Prob lem of 19.5 12 .6 
Evaluate 16 .0 10.4 
Look for 5. 0 3.2 
Totals 154 . 5 100.0 
-L 
TABLE . VIII 
DI STRIBUTION OF T:!J.ilE I N IvlHlUTES Ai\TD PER CE1'fT FOR SUPERVISOR B 
IN PERSo:t-TNEL AREA 
Personnel area 
Interpret to 
Prob lems of 
Evaluate 
Instruct 
Look for 
Totals 
In minutes 
109 . 5 
107.0 
73 . 0 
46 .0 
6.5 
342.0 
Time 
In per cent 
32 . 0 
31 . 3 
21 . 3 
13.5 
1.9 
100. 0 
When the areas under the activity of Staffing were examined it 
was found, Tables IX and X, that the supervisors spent the greatest 
amount of time in the area of time changes. Expressed another way, 
over one-hal f of the time accrued in the activity pertaining to Staff-
ing involved the making of alterations in the dai l y time schedules . 
The greater portion of the time spent in this area occurred because of 
illnesses of the staff and emergency situations that arose on the nu.rsing 
units. The increased changes in daily t~ne schedules noted in one ob-
servational period for supervisor B were reported as atypical. Because 
the hospital census was unexpectedly high it neces s itated increasing 
the nursing staff coverage to work the Christ1mas holiday . The next area, 
which consumed about one-third of the supervisors time for the Staffing 
-- -=-=if- =- --=- =--- -- ;;: ===== ------=-=-=-
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activity1 involved assigning nurses and aides to nursing unitsJ and 
planning for the rotation of the nursing staff . The area pertaining to 
vacations was included because it i s not a seasonal task~ but it is 
carried on throughout the year. Tin~ attributed to vacations involved 
planni ng leaves, approving requests for annual leaves, and checking the 
amount of leave time that had been accrued by the aides . This last task 
was carried on as a benefit to the ai des . Keeping them informed of' the 
amount of an:nua.l leave they had accumulated would. enable them t o lt~ep 
t heir accrued tiro.e1 below the ceiling set for them and thus preven·l:; the 
aides from loosing annual leave time . Supervisor A had no time recorded 
in the ~·ea of co-operating with personnel of other departments; however , 
such acti vity does occur and on several occasions plans were made to 
carry out such an activity subsequently. But, since only the planning 
w·as made and not the act ual carrying out of this activity, no time v.ras 
', recorded f'or it. 
In Tables XI and XII, may be seen the time at·l:;ributed by the super-
visors to the activity area of Professional Growth. As poin·ced up i n 
the philosophy gui ding this study, profess ional meetings are included 
as it is believed they provide an opportunity for growth. It can be 
noted that supervisor B has no time recorded for head nurses' meetings 
as t his activity did not occur during the observation periods . It was 
stated by the supervisor, howev-er., that head nurses' :meetings were held 
twice a month but they usually were not scheduled in advance . There were 
1. The ma.."Cimuro. a.mount of accrued leave f'or aides is thirty days • 
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TABLE IX 
DISTlU BUTION OF TIME I N MINUTES AND PER CENT FOR SUPERVISOR A 
IN STAFFH!G A..T{EA 
Staffing area 
Time changes 
Rotation, assignments 
Vacations 
Co-operates vri th personnel 
of other departments 
Totals 
In minutes 
193.0 
114 . 5 
69 .0 
376 . 5 
TABLE X 
Time 
In per cent 
51.3 
30. 4 
18 . 3 
100.0 
DISTRIBUTION OF TIKE I N MI NUTES AND PER CEHT FOR SUPERVISOR B 
I N STAFFHTG AREA 
Staffing area 
Time changes 
Rotation, assignrn.ents 
Vacations 
Co-operates vfith personnel 
of other departments 
Totals 
In minutes 
180.0 
98 .0 
43 . 0 
10.0 
331.0 
Time 
In per cent 
54.4 
29.6 
13.0 
3 .0 
100. 0 
-= -c..= - ==,...., 
TABLE XI 
DISTRI BUTION OF TIME I N I<HEUTES A."ND PER CENT FOR SUPERVISOR A 
IH PROFESSIONAL GRONTH AREA 
Professional 
growth area 
Head nurse meetings 
Review literature 
Supervisor meetings 
Tota ls 
In minutes 
40 . 0 
10. 0 
so.o 
TAB.LE XII 
Time 
In per cent 
so.o 
20 . 0 
1oo.o 
DISTRIBUTIOI:·I OF TDiE I N MHflJTES .AND PER CE~:T FOR SUPERVISOR B 
IN PROFESSIONAL GROWTH AREA 
Professional 
growth area 
Supervisor meetings 
Review literature 
Head nurse meetings 
Totals 
In minutes 
65 . 0 
40 . 0 
105 . 0 
Time 
In per cent 
61 . 9 
38 . 1 
100. 0 
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no recorded data available to estimate the degree of accuracy of this 
schedule or the average time in minutes spent in head nurses' meetings. 
On examining the Professional Growth areas for supervisor A it can be 
noted t hat no time is recorded for supervisors' meetings. This ac-
tivity however, is a regularly scheduled one, occurri J:'I_g every week with 
fevr exceptions. Since the observer was tmable to be present for these 
meetings an atypical picture is represented in the tabulated findings. 
Of.' the time involved in the activity area of In-service Education, 
it can be seen from Tables XIII and XIV, that the supervisors spent 
more time in participati ng in the in•service program than in the re-
maining areas, name l y, orientation and attendance at an in-service 
program. The responsibili~ for ti1e in-service program at the Reed 
Hospital rests with the educat i onal director. Thus, the time accrued 
by t he supervisors in the participation of in-service progrs.ms vras 
spent in discussing and planning with the educational director and head 
nurses, the in-service program f.'or the nursing staff. !\o time vras re-
corded for either supervisor i n the area of orientation as the activity 
did not occur dtu-ing the observation period; however, it was repor~ced 
that the activity of orienting nmv members of the nursing staff to the 
hospital is done largely by the education department with t he super-
visors p la~ i:n.g a very minor role in the activity. The remaining; area, 
attendance at an in-service program is believed to be self-explanatory. 
The distribution of time by the supervisors i n the activity area 
of.' Supplies cs.n be seen from Tables XV and XVI, It can be noted that 
the area pertaining to the pharmacy was the largest contributing time 
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TABLE- XIII 
DISTRIBUTION OF TUli:E IJIT lVii:NUTES MIT> PER CE:Wl' FOR SUPERVISOR A 
I l'T I N-SERVICE EDUCATION AREA 
Education area 
In-service participation 
Attendance at program 
Orientation 
Totals 
In minutes 
75.0 
52 .0 
127 . 0 
TABLE XIV 
Time 
In per cent 
59.0 
41.0 
100. 0 
DISTRIBUTION OF TD/,E I N MINUI'ES AND PER CENT FOR SUPERVISOR B 
IN IN-SERVICE EDUCATION .tLlZEA 
Education area 
In- service participation 
Attendance at pro gram 
Orientation 
Totals 
In minutes 
78 . 5 
Time 
In per cent 
1oo.o 
100.0 
40 
41 
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TABLE XV 
DIS 'l'RIBUTIOH OF TDJ!E I U lJl D-TUTES Al\TD PEH CEl\J"T FOR SUPERVISOR ;._ 
I N SUPPLY AREA 
Su;)pl y area 
Pharrnacy 
Other 
Thermome·ber s 
In minutes 
39 . 5 
38.5 
18 . 5 
Time 
·-- ~ per cent 
41 .0 
40 .0 
19.0 
--------------~~-----------------------------~-----
Totals 100.0 
TABLE XVI 
DI STRIBU'riOE OF TTI!IE I N MINUTES AND PER CENT FOR SUPERVISOR B 
I N SUPPLY AREA 
Time 
Supply area 
In mi nutes r:~ :::~ per cent 
Pharmacy 27.0 44.S 
Other 26.0 42 . 6 
Thermometers 8.0 13.1 
Totals 61.0 100.0 
factor . The pharmacy area entails the follmving activities. The super-
visors collect from t he pharmacy a ll narcotics requested by their re-
spective ser vices and then distribute them t o the nursing units, three 
times per week . This involves, counting the narcotics in pharmac;<l , 
signing for them, and then repeating t his procedure wi t h the head nurses 
on the nursing units receiving narcotics. The next area which vras con-
cerned with 11 othe r supplies", is the second largest from a standpoint 
of time . I t involved numerous activi ties ., namel y , issuing of netv desk 
calendars for the nursing units, issuing new bibs for patients that are 
feeding problems , and paper bag distribution . The l atter activity oc-
curred only once and was due to a temporary shortage of paper bags . 
The remaining time in the Supply activity was concerned with the issuing 
of thermometers t o the nursing units . This act ivity usually occurred 
once a week and was carried on to aid t he nursing units in maintaining 
their quota of thermometers. 
The time the supervisors spent in the a ctivity area of Research 
may be seen in Tab l es XVII and XVIII • It is noted that supervisor B 
contributed a ll of her t i me i n the Research activity to the current 
study . Supervisor A, on the other hand, spent about an equal amotmt of 
time betl.veen the current study and an on-going study per·taining to the 
recovery room. The l atte r study i nvolved such activities as collecting 
questionnaires pertaining to the recovery room and d iscussing with a 
ste_ff nurse some of the questions contained in the questionnaire. }To 
evidence of other nursing studies was noted during the observation 
period . 
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TABLE XVII 
DI STRIBUTIOlJ OF Tn'!E In MI NUTES AND PER CENT FOR SUPERVISOR A 
I N RESEARCH AP..EA 
Research area. 
This study 
Recovery room study 
P.ny nursing problem 
Total s 
11.0 
10.0 
21.0 
TABLE XVIII 
Time 
52.4 
47.6 
100.0 
DISTRIBUTIOl'. OF TJJ'JIE I N MI NUTES .Al.ffi PER CEl)TT FOR SUPERVISOR B 
H! RESEARCH AREA 
Research area. 
This study 
Any nursing problem 
Recovery room study 
Totals 
=- -=---
Time 
45 . 0 100.0 
45 .0 100 . 0 
4 3 
In Tables XIX and XX, is indicated the time accrued by the super-
visors in the activity area of Housekeeping. The elements recorded were 
attributed to time spent with the janitors working on the nursing units. 
It is believed the areas of instructing and evaluating, which are very 
SIDAl l from a time standpoint, ro·e consistent with supervisory activities. 
TABLE XIX 
DISTRI BUTION OF TIME I N !liiNUTES A.'ND PER CENT FOR SUPERVISOR A 
IN HOUSEKEEPING lL~ 
Housekeeping area 
Instructing 
Evaluating 
Totals 
In minutes 
7.0 
7.0 
TABLE XX: 
Time 
In per cent 
100.0 
wo_·.o 
DISTRIBUTION OF TDilE UT MINUTES AND PER CENT FOR SUPERVISOR B 
I:N HOUSEKEEPING AREA 
Time 
Housekeeping area 
In minutes In per cent 
Evaluating 5.0 62.5 
Instructing 3.0 37.5 
Totals 8.0 100.0 
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The remaining general activity to be discussed pertains to Other 
Activities . It can be noted i n Table XXII , that supervisor B only accrued 
one minute i n this activity and that involved dusting her desk . The time 
accrued by super visor A in Other Activities was considerable , with the 
largest amovnt of time being spent in cleaning the proctoscopic room 
and her office , Table JG~II . The procto scopic room is usually cleaned 
every morning and invo lves, changi:ng the linen , washing and sterili zing 
soiled gloves, and picking up and cle aning equipment . The next area, 
clee~s patients's units, involves such activities as emptying ashtrays , 
rearrangi ng magazines, aligning furniture, and rem.o;ring adhesive tape 
from hospital furniture and equipment utilized i n the patient's units . 
The remaining time in other activities, whichwas categorized as mis -
cellaneous included straightening day- room furniture and straightening 
a nursing unit bulletin board . 
TABLE XXI 
DISTRIBUTIOH OF TIME I N MHfUTES ./-IJ.ITD PER CE1JT FOR SUPERVISOR A 
I N OTEER ACTIVITIES 
Time 
Other activities 
In minutes 
. 
I In per cent 
Cleans office and 
adjacent area 87.5 66.8 
Cleans pati ents ' s unit 36 . 5 27 .9 
Miscellaneous 7 . 0 5 . 3 
Totals 131 . 0 100 . 0 
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TABlE XXII 
DISTRI BUTIOH OF TIME IN MHHJTES AI'ill PER CENT FOR SUPERVISOR B 
I N OTHER ACrr iVITIES 
Other activities 
Cleans office and 
adjacent area 
Cleans pat ients ' s unit 
~iscellaneous 
Totals 
In minutes 
1.0 
1.0 
Time 
In per cent 
100.0 
100.,0 
Analysis of the Findings i n Terms of Time Spent With Whom 
The time spent by the supervisors with patients and hospital person-
nel can be seen in Tab les XXIII and XXIV. It is noted that t he greater 
portion of the supervisors' time was spent in activities carried on by 
herself. Of the time supervisor A spent by herself 23 per cent was 
attributed to transit between her office and the nursing uni ts . The 
remaining time spent by selfli 77 per cent ~ involved activities that 
were carried on in her office~ namely, changing daily time schedules, 
rotation plans , cleaning, and reviewing literature. In time spent by 
self f or supervisor B ~ 39 per cent was accrued in transit between her 
office and the nursing units . The remaining time spent by self~ 
61 per cent, involved activities that were carried on in her office, 
namely, r otation plans, reviewing literature, and changing daily time 
schedules . Expressed another way, it is noted that supervisor A is 
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dealing with other people :for nearly two-thirds of her time and is alone 
about one-third while supervisor B is dealing with other people :four-
:fi:fths o:f her t i me and is alone about one-fi:fth of her time . The 
patients took more o:f supervisor B's time than they did o:f supervisor 
A's time. The greater portion o:f the time spent with patients vras 
a ccrued while making rounds on the nursing units. More contacts with 
head nurses were noted for supervisor A than supervisor B, which is 
clearly indi cated i n Figur e 3. The time spent with head nurses in-
volved the exchanging of reports on patients and discussing changes 
in daily time schedules. Other major contacts are noted with other 
supervisors and~ in the case of supervisor B1 with as s istant chief 
nurses. Contacts with other supervisors were concerned vri th the ex-
changing of reports on patients and personnel . The time accrued by 
supervisor B with assistant chief nurses involved meetings, reports, 
and discussing problems that arose with the aides. The proportion 
of time i nvolving the staf:f nurses and a.ides is not as large as was 
ru1.ticipated by the observer 1 however, it is noted that supervisor B 
made more contacts with these tvro groups than did supervisor A. ·rhe 
remaining time spent by the supervisors with hospi"t;al personnel and 
patients was taken up by contacts with other members whi ch comprise 
the hospital starr, namely, secretaries, doctors, jamitors, educational 
director, and the chie:f nurse. 
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TABLE XXIII 
DISTRIBUTION OF TTI.lli I N 1~I1WTES AND PER CEN'i' FOR SUPERVISOR A 
WI Y.ti PATIENTS AJID HOSPITAL PERSO:Nr~L 
Personnel 
Self 
Head nurses 
Pati ents 
Supervisors 
Educational director 
Personal time 
Other departments 
Aides 
Staff nurses 
Observer 
Secretaries 
Assistant chief 
nurses 
Janitor 
Hospital manager 
Doctors 
Chief nurse 
Totals 1800.0 
Source: Based on 30 hours of observation 
100.0 
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TABLE XXIV 
DI STRIBUTI01'I OF TIJI!lE H~ lVI IllUTES Aiffi PER CEJ'TT FOR SUPERVISOR B 
lNI TII PAT I ENTS Alm HOSPITAL PERSO J "NEL 
Personnel 
Self 
Patients 
Head nurses 
Assistant chief 
nurses 
Supervisors 
Persona l time 
Aides 
Educational director 
Ot her departments 
Staff nurses 
Chief nurse 
Obs erver 
Doctors 
Secretaries 
Janitor 
Tota l s 
In minutes 
410.5 
384 . 0 
276 .0 
187 . 0 
164 .0 
96.0 
79.5 
55.0 
43 .0 
34 . 5 
20.0 
18.5 
10.0 
9.0 
8.0 
1800.0 
Source: Based on 30 hour s of observation 
Time 
In per 
22.8 
21.4 
15.3 
10.4 
9.1 
5.4 
4.4 
3.1 
2.5 
1. 9 
1.1 
1. 0 
.6 
.5 
.s 
1oo.o 
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Compar ison of Findings With the Job Description 
For Supervisors At the Reed Hospital 
The Job Description of the supervisors employed at the Reed Hos-
~ ~---pi t a:-1 is as follows : 
11 A. Guides and directs nursing service to patients in an 
administ ratively determined area. 
B. Coordinates her activities and cooperates with instructors 
1/ and other supervisors . 
C. Plans the r otation and assignment of nursing persormel wi th-
in the .administratively determined area under her supervision. 
D. Guides and assists head nurses in planning for effective 
patient care .. 
E. Interprets and implements plans, policies, and procedures. 
F. Participates in orientation programs, conferences, ward 
follow-up, and other teaching activities. 
G. Counsels and evaluates head nurses and assists in the 
general counseling program. 
H. Has additional responsibilities as defined by Ass istant Chief, 
Hursing Service.111 
When the supervisory functions were analyzed according' to the job 
description at the Reed hospital, it was found that the supervisors en-
gaged in approximately 63 per cent of' the activities enumerated in the 
job description. The remaining 37 per cent of activities enumerated 
in the job description, which did no t appear to be carried on by the 
1. ----Standard Nursing Administrative Procedures !2!:, VA Hos,Eitals., 
M 10-9, Veterans Administration, Washington, D.C., 
June 1950, P• 3. 
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supervisors to any appreciable extent during the period studied$ include 
the following: 
1 . Plans with the head nurse for effective patient care. 
2. Participation in orientation programs$ conferences~ and 
teaching activities. 
3. Participation in a general counseling program. 
The findings indicate that the time spent by the supervisors with 
head nurses i nvolved exchanging of reports and discussing changes in 
daily time schedules. Very little evidence was found which indicated 
the supervisors planned with the head nurses for effective patient care 
other than i n these two areas. 
The time accrued in the areas of orientation, conferences 1 and 
teaching was extremely small. Some informal teaching was indicated but 
no time was attributed to orientation or conferences during the period 
the study was conducted. 
Participation in a counseling program was not evident . Both 
supervisors stated that t hey did carry on this function, however 1 no data 
are available to determine the amount of time that is devoted to this 
function. 
If the supervisors had delegated the tasks involved in the activity 
areas of housekeeping, supplies., and other activ:i.ties$ they vmuld have 
a combined total.of ten hours to contribute towards the func t ions in the 
job description that are presently neglected. This would result in a 
better utilization of personnel currently employed. 
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Comparison of t he Fi ndings With Selected Supervisory Criteria 
That supervi sors guide and promote group acti on towards the goal of 
comprehensive nursing care is the first selected criterion t o be compared 
with the fb.dings . Group e.ction implies co- operating with others in a 
team relationshi p as well as being concerned w·ith communications to get 
the best resul·t;s which in this instance is comprehensive nursing care. 
Since approxi mately t?To- thirds of the supervisors' time is spent in three 
funct i ons , namel y, planning, reporting, and reviewing and evaluating , 
there is no evidence from the data t o indicate that group action and/or 
connnuni cati ons is carried on by the supervisor with t he nursing staff. 
That supervisors promote growth and develop desirable attitudes of 
their nursing staff members is the second criterion to be compared with 
the f indings . In order to promote growth and deve lop des i rable attitudes 
i mplies that a supervisor must have a close working relationship with the 
nurs i ng personne l on her units whi ch can only be accomplished by frequent 
contacts with her personnel . Since the supervisors spent only about; bro 
per cent of their total time with staff nurses and aides a question is 
raised as to how growth and developmen·t can be accomplished with t hese 
tvoro groups of nursing personnel . Further more , of the time spent with 
head nurses, the l argest t i me consuming f actor was co ncerned ·with report':"' 
which does not affo_d, to any extent, an opportunity for growth of head 
nurses . It is also evident that more professional meetings are planned 
for the supervisors than the supervisors plan for head nurses as super-
visory rneetin[;s are scheduled weekly while head nurse meetings are held 
about bvice a month. 
Because the time spent by the supervisors with the s taff nurses and 
= 
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aides is so small a question is raised as to how the supervisors are ab l e 
to deve l op and uti lize the potential abilities of these nursing staff 
members . Since the majority of the time spent wi t h head nurses pertai ns 
to reporting i t i s not evident t hat the supervisors are deve lo ing the 
potential ski lls in human re l ations ~rnong the head nurses , namely , 
teaching , di recting, evaluating, commm1icating 1 and developing a team 
spirit . 
Another selected criterion was that the supervisors set specific 
objectives or values to be attained fro m their act i vities. A question is 
raised a s to the values derived from making nursing rounds since the 
s upervisor is unaccompanied. About one- third of the supervisors' time 
was spent in t his activity but the data revealed that there was very 
litt l e cmmnunicatio n preceding or following rounds which contribute s to 
pro gr am pl ai111ing or development of personne l. It appears then# that the 
supervisors' main objective for making unattended rounds is placed at 
knowi ng the most obvious changes in every patient's condition, but i sn 't 
this knowl edge avai l ab le from other sources'! 
Considering that another selected s upervisory criterion i s that 
through sound management practice supervisors delegate activities that 
can be safely carr i ed on by non- profess ions! hospital members, it seems 
appropriate to question why t his funct ion was not employed by the s uper-
visors in the areas of "supply" and "other acti vities"? Had the t asks 
involved in thes e tvm areas been de l egated to non-professional members of 
the hospital staf f more time could be spent in "working with people ." 2 
2 . Wright, E. 1 "Creative Leadership", The American Journal of 
Nursing, Vol . 53, No. 6, P• 721. 
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CHAPTER V 
SwVIMARY~ CONCLUSIONS, A..WD RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary and Conclusions 
This study was undert aken to determine the daily activities of' the 
medical and surgical supervisor at the Reed Hospital i n relation to 
cowmonl y accepted criteria for supervision of nursing service. 
To detertri.ne what were the actual daily activities of the super-
visors~ shadowing the supervisors i n their role of everyday activities 
was uti lized so that accurate data for the study could be attained. 
An adaptation of a method used to analyze head nurse activitiesl served 
as the guide in obtaining , recording, and tabulating the data. 
On the basis of the findings, it is believed that the adapted method 
utilized in t his study presents, with a high degree of accuracy , a typi-
cal vi evr of act ivities as performed by the medical and surgical super-
visors at the Reed Hospital . 
The findi~~s i n terms of general supervisory functions i ndicated 
the fo llrnving : 
1. The greatest time consuming factor f'or both supervisors was 
revievring and evaluating which consisted primarily of' making 
rounds on nursing units. The benefits derived from making 
1. Federal Security Agency, Head Nurse Power and How To Use It, 
Bureau of Medical Services, Division of Nursing Resources-;-
~'fashington, D.c. 1951. 
unattended rounds is questionned as to values gained by the 
supervisors, patients, and the nursing staff . 
2. Approxi mately two - thirds of the supervisors time was spent 
in three functions, namely, reviewing and evaluating , re.porting, 
and planning. There was little evidence to show that these 
three functions promoted growth or aided in the development 
of abilities of the nursing staff. 
3. }.ore time was spent by both supervisors in the function of 
discussion than was spent i n the combi ned functi ons of 
teaching, coQ~seling , and intervi~•ing . 
The findings in terms of activity areas indicated the fo llowing: 
1. Both supervisors spent nearly one-half of their time with 
activities pertaini ng to patient care, which included 
nursing rounds . 
2. Approximately three-fourths of the s upervisors' time vras 
spent in three activity areas, namely , patient care, staffing, 
and personnel 1~th the r emaining time distributed among 
seven other activities. 
3 . Approximately 17 per cent of the time spent by the super-
visors was in the areas of houseke eping, supplies, and 
"other activities" , that could have been dele gated to non-
professional hospital emp loyees . 
4. More grovrth through profess ional meetings is provided for 
the supervisors than they provide f or the head nurses. 
5. Supervisor A spent 7.3 per cent of the total time in 
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"other activities", 1while supervisor B spent only .1 per cent 
I 
of her time in this
1
activity area. 
The findings in terms of time spent "With whom" indica:l:;ed the 
following : 
1. Supervisor A spends one-third of her time in carrying out 
I 
a.ctivi ties alone while supervisor B spends only one-fifth of 
I 
I 
her time in carrying out activities alone. 
I 
2 . The amount of time spent with staff nurses and aides accounted 
f or only one-thirtieth of the supervisors time while time 
I 
I • 
spent with nursing 1serv~ce administration above the super-
1 
visory level accounted for one-fifth of their total time . 
I 
3. Supervisor B spends, more time •vith patients than she does 
I 
with h9ad nurses , staff nurses, end aides combined, while 
I 
supervisor A spend~ less time with patients than she does 
I 
with head nurses , fjtaff nurses, and aides combined. 
I 
A comparison of the findings with the job description for super-
visors a.t the Reed Hospital ;i ndicated the followi ng : 
1. Only 63 per cent of the activities enumerated i n the job 
I 
I 
description at the 1 Reed Hospital are being carried on by 
the supervisors. 
2. Activities not persued by t he supervisors include, counseling, 
I 
orienting, teachin~ , and planning with head nurses f or more 
I 
effective patient pare . 
I 
On compar i ng the findings with selected criteria. described for the 
I 
s uper vision of nursing ser~ce, there was very litt le evidence to in-
1 
dicate t hat the supervisors;: 
I 
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1. guide and promote group action towards the goal of com-
prehensive nursing care; 
2. promote growth and develop desirable attitudes of their 
nursing staff members; 
3 . develop and utilize the potentials of their nursing staff 
members; 
4 . set specific objectives to be at tained from all of their 
activities; 
5 . delegate activities that can be carried out by non- professional 
hospital me.mbers . 
Since there vras very little evidence to indicate that the super-
visors carry out any of the selected criteria described for supervisors 1 
it is apparent ·bhat a need for modification of their activities is in-
dicated. 
As mentioned earlier in this chapter 1 it is believed the findings 
reveal a fairly typical picture of the activities perforw~d by the 
medical and surgical supervisor at the Reed hospital . However 1 an 
atypical picture is no -ted in the following areas . 
A. Professional Growth Area. 
An atypical result occurs as the observer was not present 
when supervisor A attended supervisors ' meetin~~ s or when 
supervisor B conducted head nurses' meetings . 
B. The observation periods . 
The majority of the observation periods were carried on in 
the morning. This may elicit an atypical picture as the 
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af·ternoon and morning periods of observation vtere not com-
prised of equal amounts of time. 
Recommends. tions 
Based on the findings in the study the following recommendations 
are made: 
l. That the supervisors i mprove mana.gemen·t practice by delet;ating 
activities that could be carried out safely and \Vell by other 
hospital members . If the tasks included in the areas of "supply" 
and " other activities" were delegated to other hospital members 
it vrould release approximately five hours of the supervisors' 
time to engage in activities concerned with the promotion of 
staff development. 
2.. That the nursing service department and the pharmacy department 
explore together a method for the distribution of narcotics 
whereby a more economical me-thod can be determined for this 
a.cti vi·ty and better use of the supervisors' time be made. This 
will elimi nate duplication of effort in counting narcotics by 
the supervisors. 
3. That the supervisors and head nurses explore together the ob-
jectives and values to be attained by patien·s and nursing per-
sonnel from nursing rounds and to cons ider whether or not 
there are better methods through w·hich the desired objectives 
of comprehensive nursing care may be gained. 
4 . That the supervisors together with all administra.·tive nurs i ng 
personnel, staff nm·ses, and aides explore together a study of 
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their daily activities as one possible approach to improvement 
of nursing service as well as to aid in the development of the 
abilities of the staff to attain optimum performance. 
5 . That the supervi sors l ook at the t i me spent in carrying out 
activities alone.. The data showed that one of the time cons1m1ing 
ac-tivities in this area was spen-t:; 1rdth weekly time plans. It 
is recommended that an investigation be made of master time 
plans to aid in reducing the time spent in this area. To 
consider also if the tj.me spent in revim1ring the aides ' annual 
leave time could be delegated or become the responsibili·by of 
the personnel staff. 
6. That the supervisory personnel devote some of their time to 
research in nursing which would lead to the improvement of 
nursing care. 
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APPENDIX A 
NUP~E ACTD!ITY RECORD SERVICE 
Line #= Time Code A • Verb 
1. 7:30 Receives 
2 . 7:50 Go 
3. 7:55 Examine 
- . 
4 • . 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
SUPERVISOR DATE 
Activity 
Object of the Verb Reason For the Activity 
Report-night supv. Sta:tuscof Surg . Service 
To Office Check schedule for the day 
Tours of duty Check stai'fing coverage 
-
• Ccrlie B 
m 
en 
